KWIK KLAMP 1

The most popular patented tool used worldwide by well drillers, pump
installers, well servicemen, and environmental drillers.
+ All steel construction but light weight-only 14 lbs.
+ Easy to operate, over center locking of jaws when downward pressure is applied to
lever.
KWIK KLAMP allows workers to bring pipe joint up to an easy working level.
Equipped with serrated and hardened replaceable jaws.
Excellent holding capability with load tests over 3500 lbs.
Designed to hold pipes 1" through 2" PVC, stainless, & galvanized.
Safety pin to prevent accidental unclamping.
KWIK KLAMP is one of the safest time saving tools you will ever own.
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KWIK KLAMP 2 for Pipe Sizes 2 1/2" - 4"

The heavy duty KWIK KLAMP 2 is the driller's answer for holding the larger pipe sizes 2
1/2", 3", and 4". KWIK KLAMP 2 is an enlarged version of our popular KWIK KLAMP 1
for pipe sizes 1" through 2" with many of the same features. This tool has been used
worldwide by environmental drillers, pump installers, well serviceman, and water well
drillers.
Main body is constructed of 2" and 2 1/2" 1/4" wall steel tube.
Easy to operate, over center locking of jaws when downward pressure is
applied to a 19" long lever handle.
1/2" Safety pin used to prevent accidental unclamping.
KWIK KLAMP2 allows workers to bring pipe or drill joint up to an easy working level.
The tool weights only 30 lbs. and is 20" long x 7 1/2" wide.
Jaws are equipped with 16 carbide tipped grippers.
Excellent holding capability, with load tests done over 7,000 lbs.
Designed to hold pipes 2 1/2", 3" and 4" PVC, HDPE, stainless and galvanized steel.
KWIK KLAMP is one of the safest, time saving tools you will ever own.

4"pipe on 12" casing

3" steel on 8" casing

- - - - NEW - - - Removable Jaw Set for the KWIK KLAMP2 - - - -

* Especially designed for holding 2" and 2 1/2" pipe using the Kwik Klamp 2.
* Increased holding capacity.
* Set of 4 serrated hardened jaws.

